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The Worst Climate Predictions of 2008?
by Dennis T. Avery
“2008 will be the hottest year in a century:” The Old Farmers’ Almanac, September 11, 2008.
We’re now well into the earth’s third straight harsher winter—but in late 2007 it was still hard to forget 22
straight years of global warming from 1976–1998. So the Old Farmer’s Almanac predicted 2008 would
be the hottest year in the last 100.
But sunspots had been predicting major cooling since 2000, and global temperatures turned downward in
early 2007. The sunspots have had a 79 percent correlation with the earth’s thermometers since 1860.
Today’s temperatures are about on a par with 1940. For 2008, the Almanac hired a new climatologist, Joe
D’Aleo, who says the declining sunspots and the cool phase of the Pacific Ocean predict 25-30 years of
cooler temperatures for the planet.
“You could potentially sail, kayak or even swim to the North Pole by the end of the summer.
Climate scientists say that the Arctic ice . . . is currently on track to melt sometime in 2008.” Ted
Alvarez, Backpacker Magazine Blogs, June, 2008.
Soon after this prediction, a huge Russian icebreaker got trapped in the thick ice of the Northwest Passage
for a full week. The Arctic ice hadn’t melted in 2007, it got blown
into warmer southern waters. Now it’s back. (Reference)
Remember too the Arctic has its own 70-year climate cycle. Polish climatologist Rajmund Przbylak says
“the highest temperatures since the beginning of instrumental observation occurred clearly in the 1930s”
based on more than 40 Arctic temperature stations.
“Australia’s Cities Will Run Out of Drinking Water Due to Global Warming.”
Tim Flannery was named Australia’s Man of the Year in 2007—for predicting that Australian cities will
run out of water. He predicted Perth would become the “first 21st century ghost city,’ and that Sydney
would be out of water by 2007. Today however, Australia’s city reservoirs are amply filled. Andrew Bolt
of the Melbourne Herald-Sun reminds us Australia is truly a land of long droughts and flooding rains.
“Hurricane Effects Will Only Get Worse.” Live Science, September 19, 2008.
So wrote the on-line tech website Live Science, but the number of Atlantic hurricanes 2006–2008 has
been 22 percent below average, with insured losses more than 50 percent below average. The British
Navy recorded more than twice as many major land-falling Caribbean hurricanes in the last part of the
Little Ice Age (1700–1850) as during the much-warmer last half of the 20th century.
“Corals will become increasingly rare on reef systems.” Dr. Hans Hoegh-Guldberg, head of
Queensland University (Australia) marine studies.
In 2006, Dr. Hoegh-Guldberg warned that high temperatures might kill 30–40 percent of the coral on the
Great Barrier Reef “within a month.” In 2007, he said global warming temperatures were bleaching
[potentially killing] the reef.
But, in 2008, the Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network said climate change had not damaged the “wellmanaged” reef in the four years since its last report. Veteran diver Ben Cropp said that in 50 years he’d
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seen no heat damage to the reef at all. “The only change I’ve seen has been the result of over-fishing,
pollution, too many tourists or people dropping anchors on the reef,” he said.
No More Skiing? “Climate Change and Aspen,” Aspen, CO city-funded study, June, 2007.
Aspen’s study predicted global warming would change the climate to resemble hot, dry Amarillo, Texas.
But in 2008, European ski resorts opened a month early, after Switzerland recorded more October snow
than ever before. Would-be skiers in Aspen had lots of winter snow—but a chill factor of 18 below zero F.
kept them at their fireplaces instead of on the slopes.
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